
Chavalos y Chavalas de BOSAWAS

The BOSAWAS biosphere reserve its in danger , with this project we want to empower the 
indigenous  communities  in  order  to  save  the  reserve,  promoting  leadership, 
entrepreneurship and social inclusion of indigenous.

CATEGORY

Outreach to Underserved Communities

LOCATION

Nicaragua

PROJECT IMPACT

Goals:The impact of this project will be really big , first involving indigenous leaders we will empower  

them to  administrate  their  ressources.  The  other  impact  is  that  we  as  a  students  from diferents  

universities and diferents profession we are practicing and at the same time we are changing the lives 

of those communities and we save BOSAWAS. All of we know very well the situation there , because 

many we were born there , but after we moved to the capital. Our Mision is: To do of the vulnerable  

sectors the masterpiece to protect BOSAWAS reserve.  VIsion:  To save BOSAWAS reserve trougth 

promotion of social inclusion , leadership, entrepreneurship. General goals: 1.- To promote the social 

inclusion trought the training of the integrants of our organization. 2.- To increase the participation of 

indigenous  leaders  in  our  basis.  3.-  To  reduce the  deterioration  of  BOSAWAS ,  empowering  their 

communities. 4.- To promote training of leadership, entrepreneruship, and reforestation techniques

Beneficiaries:With our consolidation as Chavalos y Chavalas de BOSAWAS, many sectors will  be 

benefit:  The  integrants  of  the  organization  ,  because  they  will  be  increasing  they  knowledge  and 

experience.  The communities  of  Bonanza:  Punto  Rojo,  Colombiano,  Vesubio,  Suniwas,  and many 

others because there we will run the projects accordind of the 2 needs. To clarify , we are including in 

our budget , the training for 50 leaders of both gendres and from diferents professios. Prinicipally that 

will be the seed , by which all the otrher will be easier. Founding our 3 headquarters we will increasy the  

social inclusion beetwen the pacific and the caribbean , and olso , we will show to the pacific youth the 

situation , and we will involve them on this fight. Finally many single mothers , students from highschool 

will  be benefit: the training to wave for nature is for 14 women and the vocation training is for 400  

students from diferents small schools, wich are situated really far from the urban area.

Results:We anticipate the next results: According to every project: 1.- Online dictionary: Increase the 

knowledge of misquito, mayangna, in the diferent leaders who will be involved, and at the same time 

that will beneficiate any other NGO. 2.- with the camp for reforestation we will reforest many areas wich  

are very devastated, and that will be a work of never end , its mean , involving the communities the  

same camp they will use to continue with the reforestation. 3.- With the training for 400 young : we 

expect to increasy the quantity of indigenous students in diferent universities in Managua, Leon , at the  

same  time  we  expect  to  increase  the  communication  beetwen  them  and  the  oportunities  for 

schoolarships, nationally and internationally. 4.- With the training of our team , we expected to increase  

the youth participation , wich will be experience for the integrant, and we expected to promote many 

leaders for our society. 5.- Finally we are expecting to at least save BOSAWAS Reserve.

Metrics:The project will be measure using diferents variables before during and after the projects. We 

are using for pour project FODA, logical framework , and other more. We will be working with some 

https://alumni.state.gov/taxonomy/term/2167
https://alumni.state.gov/taxonomy/term/217


private university which gave us place to work, and measure the success. From this start we are very 

successfull.

Promotion:The project have started to be publicized on many physical places, national channes of 

Nicaragua  ,  and  with  some  tool  like  social  networks:  Facebook,  twitter,  our  channel  on  youtube, 

linkedinn , by SMS , and skype. This project were semifinal of tic americas , and for that reason many  

people  know  about  it.  We  define  in  our  budget  the  investment  on  publicity.  We  are  present  in  

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Chavals-De-Bosawas/471930316166694?fref=ts  on  facebook.  On 

twitter:  https://twitter.com/oscardanilosmit  ,  on  gmail:  jovenesporlapatriabosawas@gmail.com  ,  and 

finally our channel on youtube : http://www.youtube.com/user/yangsnaoscar , and vimeo. We are really 

fine organizd with publicity and the most important is that we have communication with all the members 

team , we started the last year to visit canal 8, canal 13 , radio Bonanza, and many other places. We 

defined a matriz for publicity and we let very well organizad according to the different links that we 

added.

LOCAL PARTNERS

It will be involved: In Bonanza, indigenous leaders, or authotories, church , and some small universities. 

in  Leon  and  Managua:  private  and  public  universities.  Olso  with  many  teachers  ,  and  many 

personalities who may gave us advice about our  project.  In  pur structure we defined an honorary 

presidence , who is a really knonw person , and this is provisional, and we change it every year. We are  

involving many young people from diferent  ideology ;  which will  permitte con promote a very sane 

concientation .

Proposed Project Dates:July 27, 2013 - July 27, 2015

STEPS TO IMPLEMENT

We started yet this idea many months ago, but we need to continue, and the step that we will define 

are: 1st we are going to create the three headquarters: In Bonanza , in Managua and Leon. After that 

we are going to start with the training of the 50 leaders integrant of the NGO, presenting our mision , 

vision,  and  principles.  And  at  the  same  we  will  start  with  the  first  trining  day  of  leadership, 

entrepreneurship. With this first step we are going to define the basis of the organization. We identified 

in these are two needs:1 Social inclusion , and 2. To save BOSAWAS Reserve, on the same order we  

divised our first projects: The second step , will be the implementation of the projects according of the 

needs : 1.- First Need : Social inclusion of the indigenous communities, we will satisfied this need with 

the  projects:  Implementation  of  an  online  dictionary,  vocational  trining  of  the  highschool  students, 

Promoting the talent  and the culture we promote indigenous communities ,the iniciative waving for 

nature wich is a trining for single indigenous mothers. 2. Second Need: To save BOSAWAS Reserve:  

trought , implementation of a camp for reforestation, reforestation in devastated areas of BOSAWAS, 

reserve. We started to ressearch all this situation in BOSAWAS, reserve, and we had many sources 

confirming the last 2 need that we identified. We did 2 expedition and we confirm it. Finally we have  

ressearch all the projects that we are raising, its mean we define the proce

Total Funding Requested: $25,000.00
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